
A CASE STUDY HOW RETAIL

Our retail supply chain case studies introduce RELEX implementations in companies including Booths, YNAP and
LifeWay. Read them to know more.

Channel breadth and market leading functionality have resulted in doubling of Facebook fans YOY. The store
refurbishment programme has also been designed for the multichannel customer and the iPad app begins to
reposition Argos from a catalogue-led business to a digitally-led business, whilst digital and social marketing
continue to play a significant role in customer engagement and acquisition. Equally important are the new
mobile capabilities offering convenience and market-leading immediacy to new customers, providing
competitive advantage in attracting customers on the move. It shows how Tesco has developed a highly
successful 'Healthy Eating' brand. It also demonstrates the way in which a market conscious organisation can
lead the field by identifying the type of premium products which increasingly sophisticated consumers are
requiring today. Traditional marketing strategies were once successful through analytical, quantitative
methods focused on functional features and benefits. Edition 2 Waitrose Partnership in action This case study
highlights the importance of developing the value chain and ensuring the highest possible quality standards.
Farfetch provides a screen for customers to use where they can sign in and search their purchase history and
bucket list, providing customer insight for the sales assistants. From there it developed Facebook apps for
specific campaigns, Twitter competitions and supported PR campaigns through the digital channels. Using it
to fine-tune our PPC advertising and promotions by taking into account local weather conditions really
boosted sales in the crucial run-up to the holiday season â€” especially as the poor weather earlier in the year
meant that consumers were spending more time at home. Project EPIC needed to be able to achieve a huge
amount of objectives, including: Enabling business growth by supporting a three-fold growth in the volume of
orders, develop an increasingly personalised customer experience and support John Lewis in becoming the
leading multichannel retailer in the UK. The re-platforming project needed to provide enhanced user
experience, better scalability and a foundation for the future. There is also a smart mirror so they can request
different sizes, alternative products or even pay without leaving the dressing room. But by creating a more
immersive retail experience, retailers can drive people towards their stores and ensure they leave not just with
your products but also memories. Remove complexity and rationalise legacy data structures. Edition 5
Wilkinson This case study focuses on how Wilkinson created and implemented a marketing strategy to grow
the business, using the findings of its market research. Total number of fans following: 80, Social Reach: 11,,
Total referrals to fortnumandmason. Their high tech advancements also gives the customers the opportunity to
customize and order shoes, with different styles and fabrics. Build automated deployment mechanisms for all
environments early. Drive online revenue by refreshing and simplifying the online user experience, using
personalisation, implementing tools to improve basket size whilst ensuring there was no customer impact
during the project. A voucher code and cash-back activity enabled it to reach price sensitive consumers and
offer additional incentive to become a Co-op customer. Develop an infrastructure that supports automation.
The increased accuracy of data for both consumers and John Lewis partners is central to enhancing the
relationship with customers, and helps make the John Lewis promise relevant across all age groups both
in-store and online. The work involved building the new website, a mobile optimised website, iPhone app,
iPad app, Android phone app and an Android tablet app.


